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"Here is a layman's program for peace. In

Philadelphia

recent months many blueprints for the post-war

world have been published and debated. Out of
them Mr. Fels has distilled what he considers
the essence, and he presents the results herewith.
The writer is a manufacturer and a philanthropist with a deep interest in world affairs."
Editor's preface to "A Layman's Program for

Peace," as published in THE NEw YORK TIMES
MAGAZINE, November 21, 1943.

HERE iS nothing mysterious about war except
our age-long delay in preventing it. Wars
and fears of war will keep on until we are sensible enough to take militant, effective measures
to put an end to them.
The same emotions and deviltries which so
often upset the daily life move men of a certain
compelling type toward conquest. Knowing no
other answer to aggression, the millions join
forces to combat it and do so eagerly when their
emotions are sufficiently aroused.
But as never before, while this second world
conflict is still in process, we have ready to our

hands a mighty pruning hook which, if we but
strengthen and use it, can hereafter pare down
and control the armaments without which
modern wars would be impossible.
Granted that the great boon which disarmament would bring to the world has long
been recognized--and nothing come of it.
Granted, too, that conferences on the subject-local, national, international--were held in the
interval between the two World Wars of the
twentieth century. They minted many words
but little action. How else, when we ourselves
threw the first monkey wrench into Wilson's
League of Nations? There had been no machinery set up while the first World War was on,
such as the present World War is forging for us
on the anvils of collective resistance to the Axis.

That multiple tool is the United Nations. For
my part, I am fully convinced that we--that

to make the most of what the occasion offers by
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"The United Nations present the most hopeful nucleus for an
international union in the interest oJ fleace."

they--will win this war. It can be said for these
countries, as Benjamin Franklin said of the
American colonies in the days of our founding:
"Our cause is the cause of all mankind; we are

fighting for their liberty in defending our own."
The issue that is taking shape, as our united
efforts have shifted from defense to attack, to
counter-invasion and unconditional surrender,
is whether we can make peace as we are making
war, in the cause of all mankind and in ways
that will buttress our own freedoms in protecting
those of others.
Thirty-three Governments, scattered over the
face of the world, have voluntarily linked their
fortunes in the prosecution of this war against
aggressors. They already constitute a majority
of the nations of the world in numbers, force and
influence. There is every indication that after
the war they will add most, ff not all, of the
neutrals to their list and, when the time is ripe,
so, too, the present enemy countries. This is so
because the United Nations can, if they will,
present the most hopeful nucleus for an international union of all Governments in the interest
of peace and good-will.
Meanwhile, at the peace table, this organization will have power to enforce, by coercion if
necessary, the demands of its members on the
enemy countries. That will be their immediate
and negative urge. Their positive opportunity
concerns themselves, concerns their willingness
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taking the first practical step in preventing
future wars. They can put into operation a
permanent method for disarmament.
The main opposition to such efforts to prevent
war by common consent will hinge on the
dogma of sovereignty which, as monarchy slowly
gave ground, attached itself to nations. But
sovereignty of nations, as a safeguard against
the brunt of war, has passed out as completely
as the old reliance on the good sense of kings.
Nor has neutrality proved a sure defense. Witness Norway, Denmark, Belgium, Holland, and
their cave-in to the Nazi Blitzkrieg. That no
nation is any longer a power unto itself is shown
by the mounting demand for some form of
federation.
What we call peace is practiced in villages,
towns, cities, countries, states in a satisfactory
way. What we call war is practiced between
nations and there has been no effective method
to frustrate it. The way has been left open for
scoundrels and men of all types who can control
Governments to start wars with other nations
whether the excuse be good, bad or indifferent,
and whether or not the consequence may lead
to a world conflict.
No unit of Government except the nation has
the right to wage war. National law, backed by
force, stands ready to suppress any domestic
outbreaks. But nations are without right or
authority to prevent war among themselves.
This antiquated and fatal omission must be
made good.
Here we have the charge on the United
Nations--to do collectively what no one of them
can do alone. My belief is that the victorious
nations will act, if from now on public opinion
throws its weight behind statecraft as hard as it
has behind fighting. Ten safeguards would go a
long way to rid the world of modern wars if
demanded and adopted at the peace table:

(1) Charge the United Nations with the obligation to prevent wars and vest in them the
power whenever and wherever necessary to use

force to accomplish this end.

(2) Require that weapons and materials of

(8) Project the work of the United Nations on

war remaining in the hands of the Axis powers
shall be cut up, sold for scrap and the proceeds
used to supply much-needed food to the people
of the countries concerned. (A preference for
butter over cannon is thus indicated.)
(3) Provide that instruments of war, remain-

a basis of entire frankness with the people--their
constituents; publishing to the world open, concise and regular reports in every tongue.
(9) Provide, through some equable and compulsory system, adequate revenue to maintain
these and other services of the United Nations.

ing in the hands of members of the United

(10) Count on the advantages accruing to the
countries participating in the United Nations to
lead neutral and, after due probation, enemy
countries to join them.

Nations after the war is over, may be retained
by them wholly or in part for requirements
within their own borders; but that their primary
purpose, and their sole use outside those borders,
shall be to carry out duties laid down for the
United Nations in the peace.

Let us look at these provisions in the light of
the last twenty-five years. Clearly, law and force
are positive necessities if human beings want a
satisfying, progressive life. For lack of them, internationally, the twentieth century has already
been wracked by two major tragedies. First, the
failure of the League of Nations through lack of
real authority. Second, the outbreak of Hitler

(4) Charge the United Nations with the duty
and power to prohibit any further manufacture
of weapons and munitions of war by any country
or by private enterprise. Should, however, conditions arise later where limited amounts are
required to carry out the purposes of the Peace

Treaty, these shall be controlled by the United
Nations only.

(5) Charge the United Nations with establishing a central headquarters through which
constant and diligent search shall be carried out
in any part of the world for dangerous evidence
of preparations for war and situations that might
lead to it. This would call for a corps of able,
energetic, trained men to keep in touch with
conditions by personal visits to countries where
trouble is likely to occur. This corps of men to be

given by the Peace Treaty all the rights needed
by them to fulfill their instructions, including
the right of search for hidden munitiom
factories.

(6) Charge the United Nations with maintaining a similar corps to audit conditions in any
mandated or colonial territories, with additional
power to require reports, hold hearings and hear
native testimony.

(7) Provide that the police powers of the
various countries shall be put at the service of

the United Nations when called upon. This will
have the great advantage of connecting world
efforts to prevent war with local efforts to prevent disorder.
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with his devilish policies which could have been
easily scotched by any competent organization
of the peace-loving nations.
Our past experience goes to show that the
mere power to employ force is often itself sufficient to prompt a settlement between two nations
without resort to war. The international employment of force is and should be based on law.
International law, however, is in the last analysis the result of agreements without power of
enforcement except by national war. The United
Nations can evolve ways to overcome this deficiency by becoming the center for control of
those dangers of war which time and history
have shown that nations acting independently
are not equipped to handle.
Today it is absurd to say that wars, a product
of mankind, cannot be prevented when so many
heretofore "impossibilities" have been overcome.
War is a tool of man and subject to him.
The prevention of war requires a reasonably
wise use of administrative management capacity
by the United Nations. Broad developments in
these arts indicate the prospect of success in this
new and wider field. Without armament, modern war would be stopped in its tracks. The only
implements available to individual nations un-

der the peace system proposed would shortly be
those built for the uses of peace. Attacks under
such conditions would be minor affairs and
quickly smothered by the international force
provided for. Trained armies for national war
purposes would gradually disappear just as, historically, ducal armies and private armies gave
way to those of the state. And with them would
go their financial drain on civilization.
The prevention of war requires apparatus, not
merely the eyes and ears of sentient observers
wherever trouble is brewing, but the swift and
far-flung implementation of the forces for peace.
In spite of their violent beginnings, the Alexandrian Empire and then that of Rome widened
the areas of peace in the world. Their fall registered the weakness of foot soldiers, chariots and
galleys, to hold vast realms in awe. Centuries
later the rise of the Spanish Empire and then
those of the Dutch and British sprang from gunpowder and sailing ships. In modern times,
colonies have been bridled by navies. But today,

the airplane is not only crowding the battleship
in the midst of a world conflict, but holds out
promise as an admirable tool of the democracies

in policing the globe.
The prevention of war calls for bold civilian

initiative now, while the fighting of this one is
going forward. We cannot afford to wait on
tired diplomats to draft treaties afterward, as at
Versailles, when national self-interest will tug
at their elbows.

This is what gives such significance to the
entrance on the scene of the United Nations.
True, thus far they have not even met as such.
Thus far their course has been channeled in
terms of belligerence. Yet it is of vast importance that they find themselves a going concern
before this war ends. Only then can they become
adequate stewards of the earth's hopes in framing
the peace.
There may well be difficulties in seeking concerted wartime action through their assembly
now. Specialized conferences have been held,

but highly centralized planning is the essence of
military efficiency. Nevertheless, if the United
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Nations were called together to consider not war
but clear-cut post-war plans to preserve the
peace once that is ushered in by victory, the

present inhibitions might not hold.
With a practicable plan ready to be put into
operation to insure permanent peace, the relations of one nation to another would assume an
entirely different outlook. Some of the objectives

of the League of Nations and of the World
Court would stand revealed as alike workable
and desirable. Questions of boundaries between
nations have often led to war. With the withdrawal of the war fear, these questions could be
approached on their economic and social merits,
and settled on the basis of enduring friendly relations rather than their tactical importance.
There is every reason to forecast that post-war
economic recovery in its many and grave aspects
would be made simpler, easier and far more

effective. Plans should be laid for the United
Nations to function as an international police
power against aggression as soon as military
occupation ends. This in itself would break
ground for later cooperation in other fields. It

would give a breathing space for grappling with
the economic causes that make for conflict and
in due course for energizing moves that will
make for the general welfare the world round.
The upshot of a contrary course is easily
grasped. As in the past, each nation would develop a passionate nationalism (miscalled patriotism) leading toward a constant suspicion of
its fellows. Are the people of the world to stand

idly by while international anarchy runs its
course until once more wanton destruction of
life, morals, art, property, is unleashed? Then,
war in turn will run its course until once more
through sheer exhaustion some fighting nations
sue for peace. And through it all no lasting settlement of our many domestic economic and
social questions could be reached so long as war
is not washed from the slate.
The time is ripe for a joint and courageous
advance by the United Nations to implement
peace for a freed world.
The people are waiting and clamoring for it.
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Additional copies upon request. Comments
and criticism will be welcome.
Address Samuel S. Fels, 39th & Walnut Streets

Philadelphia 4, Penna.
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